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(54) FURNITURE SYSTEM

(57) In a furniture system with an electrically adjust-
able piece of furniture (100, 101, 102), a system compo-
nent (150, 180, 190) and an energy transmission device
(200), the piece of furniture (100, 101, 102) has at least
one actuator (110) for adjusting the piece of furniture
(100, 101, 102) and a controller (140) for controlling the
actuator (110). The energy transmission device (200) is
arranged on or in the piece of furniture (100, 101, 102)
and is adapted to receive energy from a supply network

and to deliver it wirelessly. The system component (150,
180, 190) has an electrical energy store (151) for sup-
plying voltage to the system component (150, 180, 190)
and a charging circuit (152) for charging the energy store
(151). The charging circuit (152) is adapted to at least
partially receive the energy output from the energy trans-
mission device (200) without physical contact with the
energy transmission device (200) and to use it to charge
the energy store (151).
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Description

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a furniture sys-
tem comprising, in particular, an electrically adjustable
piece of furniture.
[0002] Adjustable furniture is known both in the office
furniture sector and in the home sector. The most com-
mon designs in the office furniture sector are, for exam-
ple, electrically adjustable tables or chairs, while in the
home sector electrically adjustable beds, seating furni-
ture or reclining furniture are known.
[0003] Adjustable pieces of furniture are often part of
a furniture system, which in addition to the piece of fur-
niture also has one or more other system components,
such as a manual operating device. Such system com-
ponents regularly have rechargeable batteries or accu-
mulators to make them independent of a mains voltage.
However, the latter must be charged regularly to enable
operation. For this purpose, suitable charging stations
are usually available for the system components into
which the system component has to be introduced for
charging.
[0004] One objective to be achieved is to specify an
improved charging concept that makes it easier to charge
an energy store of a system component of a furniture
system.
[0005] This objective is achieved by means of the in-
dependent claim. Modifications and developments are
indicated in the dependent claims.
[0006] The improved charging concept is based on the
idea of charging an electrical energy store of a system
component that is connected to an electrically adjustable
piece of furniture via a wireless or contactless process.
For this purpose, a furniture system with the electrically
adjustable piece of furniture and an energy transmission
device arranged on or in the piece of furniture is pro-
posed, which can provide the necessary energy for
charging the energy store without physical contact with
the system component. The system component further
comprises a charging circuit for charging the energy store
which is arranged to at least partially receive the energy
delivered by the energy transmission device and to use
it for charging the energy store.
[0007] Preferably, the energy transmission device is
adapted to deliver the energy based on a radio wave
based method, in particular a radio frequency, RF, meth-
od. Thus, respective energy stores can be charged by
one or more system components without special effort
of a user in order to ensure a continuous use of the system
component.
[0008] In an exemplary implementation of the im-
proved charging concept, a furniture system with an elec-
trically adjustable piece of furniture, a system component
and an energy transmission device is proposed. The
piece of furniture comprises at least one actuator for ad-
justing the piece of furniture and a controller for control-
ling the actuator. The energy transmission device is ar-
ranged on or in the piece of furniture and is adapted to

receive energy from a supply network and to emit it wire-
lessly. The system component has an electrical energy
store for supplying a voltage to the system component
and a charging circuit for charging the energy store. The
charging circuit is arranged to at least partially receive
the energy delivered by the energy transmission device
without physical contact with the energy transmission de-
vice and to use it to charge the energy store. The energy
store is designed, for example, as an accumulator or re-
chargeable battery.
[0009] The supply network is, for example, a direct cur-
rent network or an alternating current network, i.e. in par-
ticular a 230 V or 115 V power network. The energy trans-
mission device can be supplied with direct current, for
example via the control unit or directly from a power sup-
ply unit, and is thus at least indirectly connected to the
AC mains.
[0010] Preferably, the system component is configured
for a communication connection with the controller and/or
with another system element of the furniture system. In
general, such system elements may be formed by a fur-
niture controller, any other system component with a
wireless chargeable energy store, a data collector, data
node or communication hub, or other components of the
furniture system. For example, a data collector, data
node or communication hub can be implemented by the
LOGIClink product from Logicdata.
[0011] In principle, inductive methods can also be used
for energy transmission between the energy transmis-
sion device and the charging circuit of the system com-
ponent. However, these regularly require that an energy
receiving device of the charging circuit and the energy
transmission device for charging the energy store are
brought in close proximity to each other, especially with
small maximum distances of less than 5 cm. Therefore,
it seems more advantageous to transmit the energy
based on a radio wave-based method, in particular an
RF method. An RF-based charging technique has the
advantage that not only can longer distances be bridged,
but also that the energy receiving device does not have
to be aligned excessively precisely with respect to the
energy transmission device.
[0012] For example, the energy transmission device
and the energy receiving device are designed to transmit
sufficient energy to charge the energy storage device up
to a distance of 50 cm to 150 cm, in particular up to a
distance of 60 cm to 90 cm, between the energy trans-
mission device and the energy receiving device. The
maximum distance sufficient for the energy transfer is
thus, for example, within the specified distance ranges.
Such distances can be achieved, for example, with the
described radio wave-based or RF method.
[0013] For example, the charging circuit has an energy
receiving device and a charging controller which is con-
figured to control the charging of the energy store with
the energy received by the energy receiving device.
[0014] For example, the energy transmission device
may be located in a housing of the controller or another
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furniture component attached to the piece of furniture.
Preferably the controller or the other furniture component
has a direct or indirect connection to the mains connec-
tion of the piece of furniture. Alternatively, it is also pos-
sible to arrange the energy transmission device in its own
housing. There are various possibilities for arranging the
energy transmission device in relation to the piece of fur-
niture.
[0015] For example, the piece of furniture is designed
as a height-adjustable table, in particular as an office
table, with the energy transmission device arranged un-
der a table top of the table. In such a configuration, the
system component can be formed by an office chair, the
energy storage device being designed to supply a sensor
and/or a chair actuator of the office chair. The chair ac-
tuator can be used, for example, to adjust the height of
the office chair. One or more sensors in the office chair
can measure different measured values in connection
with the office chair, for example a weight load, a weight
distribution, an inclination, a height adjustment or the like.
For example, such sensors are arranged in or on a gas
spring of an office chair.
[0016] In an alternative configuration, the piece of fur-
niture is implemented as a bed with adjustable head part
and/or an adjustable foot part, in particular for a bedroom.
The energy transmission device is arranged in or on a
longitudinal frame of the bed.
[0017] In another alternative, the piece of furniture is
implemented as an adjustable reclining chair, wherein
the energy transmission device is arranged in a frame of
the reclining chair, in particular under a cover of the re-
clining chair.
[0018] When the piece of furniture is designed as a
bed or recliner, the system component is formed, for ex-
ample, by a side table, wherein the energy store is de-
signed to supply an electrically operated component of
the side table. In various configurations of the piece of
furniture, the system component or a further system com-
ponent is formed, for example, by a manual operating
device which is configured for a wireless communication
connection with the controller. The electrical energy store
is designed in particular to supply the manual operating
device during an operating action.
[0019] The system component or a further system
component can also be formed by one of the following:

- a lighting component;
- an electrically height-adjustable armchair or chair;
- an electrically adjustable backrest, in particular an

armchair or chair ;
- an electrically adjustable monitor holder ;
- a sensor component which is in communication with

the controller during an adjustment of the piece of
furniture.

[0020] The listed pieces of furniture do not represent
a conclusive selection of possible adjustable pieces of
furniture. Other pieces of furniture and system compo-

nents can also be equipped with the improved charging
concept. Such pieces of furniture and system compo-
nents are preferably used in the home or living area or
in the office.
[0021] If the range of the energy transmission is not
too limited, as for example with a radio wave-based or
RF method, the system component or system compo-
nents can also be charged at will during operation of the
furniture system without the system components having
to be brought into a special charging position. For exam-
ple, if the energy transmission device is mounted under-
neath a tabletop, both a manual control unit for adjusting
the table and an office chair with corresponding charging
circuits can be charged at almost any position in the work
area.
[0022] Also with an adjustable bed, it is almost irrele-
vant where a manual operating device is placed for charg-
ing. For example, the energy transmission device is
mounted in the bed frame in such a way that charging is
possible in the area of a bedside table or a side table.
[0023] Since no exact alignment of the energy trans-
mitter or energy transmission device and the energy re-
ceiver or energy receiving device is required, handling is
made easier for the user. Similarly, with the improved
charging concept, it is no longer necessary to provide
special mechanisms to ensure that a component to be
charged is correctly aligned with the energy transmitter,
such as mechanical arms, locks or optical feedback to
detect that a component is correctly aligned. There is
also no need for docking stations or charging stations
with which a user would need to connect the system com-
ponent.
[0024] It is also possible for several system compo-
nents to simultaneously receive energy from the energy
transmission device to charge their respective energy
stores.
[0025] In radio wave-based or RF processes, the max-
imum transmittable power can be set to a certain level,
for example to limit the electromagnetic radiation density
and also to keep the losses in the energy transmitter, i.
e. the energy transmission device, low. This usually re-
sults in a slow charging process. However, this is of sec-
ondary importance, especially for the above-mentioned
application for charging batteries or accumulators which
supply one or more system components of a furniture
system with energy and which do not have to be operated
continuously. For example, the system components in
the office area can remain in their traditional places as
long as they are within reach of one or more energy trans-
mission devices. The energy store(s) can thus be con-
tinuously recharged and always provide sufficient energy
for the use of the system component. For example, in
this way the energy stores collect enough energy over-
night to allow sufficient use during the day.
[0026] Although wireless energy transmission is de-
signed to comply with safety regulations, some people
find that electromagnetic radiation, especially in radio
wave-based or RF processes, is harmful to their health.
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For this purpose, the furniture system may contain mech-
anisms that allow the user to temporarily prevent charg-
ing. In the simplest case, the charging process can be
activated or deactivated via the system’s remote control.
However, it is also possible to use a time control or a
presence detection integrated in the furniture system. It
is also possible to make activation or deactivation de-
pendent on a charge level of the energy store.
[0027] Such a switch-off can, for example, be used in
a bed system. In this case, the user can, for example,
switch off charging during the night or the switch-off is
automatically time-dependent. The energy store can
then be charged during the day or when the user is not
using the bed. A similar scheme can also be transferred
to an office desk, which is then preferably charged at
night or when the user is absent from the desk.
[0028] In the following, the invention will be explained
in detail with reference to the drawings using exemplary
embodiments. Components that are functionally identical
or have an identical effect can be provided with identical
reference signs. Identical components or components
with identical functions may only be explained with ref-
erence to the figure in which they appear first. The ex-
planation is not necessarily repeated in subsequent fig-
ures.
[0029] In the drawings:

Figure 1 shows an example of a furniture system with
an electrically adjustable piece of furniture in
the form of a table;

Figure 2 shows a detail of another example of a fur-
niture system with an electrically adjustable
piece of furniture in the form of a table;

Figure 3 shows a schematic block diagram of an ex-
ample of a furniture system;

Figure 4 shows another example of a furniture system
with an electrically adjustable piece of furni-
ture in the form of a table;

Figure 5 shows the example of Figure 4 in another
view;

Figure 6 an example of a furniture system with an
electrically adjustable piece of furniture in the
form of a bed; and

Figure 7 an example of a furniture system with an
electrically adjustable piece of furniture in the
form of a reclining chair.

[0030] Figure 1 shows an example implementation of
a furniture system with an electrically adjustable piece of
furniture in the form of a table 100. The table 100 is de-
signed, for example, as a height-adjustable table, in par-
ticular an office table, whereby the height of a table top

115 can be adjusted via an actuator 110, which is ar-
ranged in a table frame 160. Actuator 110 is controlled,
for example, by a controller 140. Table frame 160, for
example, is designed as a telescopic column. The table
100 also includes a table foot 170.
[0031] Via a manual operating device 150, which is
shown lying on the table top 115 as an example, a user
can transmit corresponding operating commands to the
controller 140 in order to effect a height adjustment via
the actuator 110.
[0032] The furniture system also includes an energy
transmission device 200, which is installed in the present
illustration in the controller 140. The energy transmission
device 200 is designed to receive energy from a supply
network, such as a direct current network or an alternat-
ing current network, in particular a 230 V or 115 V power
network, and to deliver it wirelessly. The energy trans-
mission device 200 can also be supplied with direct cur-
rent via the controller 140 or from an not shown power
supply unit and is therefore at least indirectly connected
to the AC mains.
[0033] The manual operating device 150 as an exam-
ple of a system component is configured for a commu-
nication connection with the controller 140. In addition,
the manual operating device 150 has an electrical energy
store for supplying a voltage to the system component,
which is not shown for reasons of clarity, and a charging
circuit for charging the energy store, which is also not
shown for reasons of clarity. The charging circuit is ar-
ranged to at least partially receive the energy delivered
by the energy transmission device 200 without physical
contact with the energy transmission device and to use
it to charge the energy store. This is symbolically repre-
sented in Figure 1 by the energy waves emanating from
the energy transmission device 200.
[0034] Figure 2 shows an alternative implementation
that is basically based on the implementation shown in
Figure 1. In contrast to Figure 1, only the energy trans-
mission device 200 is arranged separately from the con-
troller 140 below the tabletop 115.
[0035] Figure 3 shows as an example a schematic
block diagram of an example of a furniture system, in
particular the components used for the operation of the
piece of furniture and wireless charging. Among other
things, the energy transmission device 200 is shown,
which is formed by a mains connection 210 as a connec-
tion to the mains voltage and a mains voltage-side mod-
ule 220. The mains voltage-side module 220, for exam-
ple, is in connection with the controller 140, especially in
a communication connection.
[0036] Figure 3 also shows the manual operating de-
vice 150, with the included components of an energy
store 151 and a charging circuit 152, which receives en-
ergy from the mains voltage-side module 220. For this
purpose, the charging circuit 152 comprises an energy
receiver 132 and a charging controller 131 arranged to
control the charging of the energy store 151 with the en-
ergy received by the energy receiver 132.
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[0037] Although Figure 3 symbolically shows only one
system component in the form of the manual operating
device 150, there may also be other system components
in the furniture system which charge corresponding en-
ergy stores with the energy emitted by the energy trans-
mission device 200. In particular, simultaneous charging
is also possible. As already mentioned, wireless energy
transmission can take place, for example, using a radio
wave-based process, in particular an RF process. Thus
also larger distances, for instance up to a distance of 50
to 150 cm, in particular up to a distance of 60 to 90 cm,
can be sufficient to transmit sufficient energy for charging
the energy storage 151. Accordingly, the system com-
ponent, for example the manual operating device 150,
can be positioned anywhere on the piece of furniture or
table for charging.
[0038] Figure 4 shows another example implementa-
tion in accordance with the improved charging concept,
in which the adjustable piece of furniture is designed as
table 100. In contrast to Figure 1, the system component
shown is an office chair 180 which is equipped, for ex-
ample, with at least one sensor 182 and/or a chair actu-
ator 183 for height adjustment of the office chair. An en-
ergy supply for the sensor 182 or the associated sensor
technology or the chair actuator 183 is exclusively pro-
vided by the energy store 151, which is charged by means
of the charging circuit 152 with the energy transmitted by
the energy transmission device 200. The energy trans-
mission device 200, for example, is arranged in the front
middle table area in order to keep the distance to the
office chair 180 as short as possible.
[0039] Figure 5 shows a plan view of the arrangement
shown in Figure 4, in which the arrangement of the energy
transmission device 200 under the table top 115 is clearly
visible. For example, the energy transmission device 200
is arranged centrally with respect to a longitudinal axis
of the table, but eccentrically with respect to the trans-
verse axis, in particular closer to a side of the tabletop
facing the user.
[0040] The improved charging concept is not only ap-
plicable to furniture systems with tables, but can also be
applied to other pieces of furniture. For example, Figure
6 shows a furniture system in which the piece of furniture
is embodied as a bed 101, in particular as a double bed,
for example with an adjustable head section and/or ad-
justable foot section. Corresponding actuators are not
shown for reasons of clarity. Similar to the configurations
described above, a controller can be arranged in a frame
or bedstead of the bed 101.
[0041] In the illustration of Figure 6, two energy trans-
mission devices 200 are shown, each on an outward side
of the frame, in order to enable energy transmission, par-
ticularly in the area of a bedside table or side table 190.
This in turn makes it possible to charge a manual oper-
ating device 150, which is placed on one of the bedside
tables or side tables 190. Furthermore, the side table 190
is equipped with a lighting component, for example an
LED light 191. For this purpose, the side table 190 is

equipped with a corresponding energy store for supplying
the lighting component and a charging circuit for charging
the energy store, whereby the charging circuit at least
partially uses the energy transmitted by the energy trans-
mission device 200 for charging. Instead of or in addition
to this, other electrically operated components can also
be supplied by the energy store, for example actuators
in an electrically adjustable side table. In the case of a
possible implementation as a single bed, it may also be
sufficient to provide a single energy transmission device
200 in the bed frame.
[0042] Figure 7 shows a further possible configuration
of the furniture system in which the piece of furniture is
implemented as an adjustable reclining chair 102. For
example, the reclining chair 102 has an adjustable back
section 117 and/or an adjustable foot section 118. An
energy transmission device 200 is mounted in a frame
of the recliner, in particular under a cover of the recliner
102. As an example, a manual operating device 150 is
again shown, which can be charged in the manner al-
ready described by the energy transmitted by the energy
transmission device 200.
[0043] In other configurations, the side table 190 has
a USB charging interface which is fed from the energy
store of the side table to enable charging of a mobile
phone, for example. It is also possible to supply other
lighting elements or sensors with power from the energy
store.
[0044] With regard to the energy transfer procedures
in the implementations according to Figure 6 and Figure
7, reference is made to the more detailed configurations
above, in particular with regard to the table 100.

Claims

1. A furniture system with an electrically adjustable
piece of furniture (100, 101, 102), a system compo-
nent (150, 180, 190) and an energy transmission de-
vice (200), wherein

- the piece of furniture (100, 101, 102) comprises
at least one actuator (110) for adjusting the piece
of furniture (100, 101, 102) and a controller (140)
for controlling the actuator (110);
- the energy transmission device (200) is ar-
ranged on or in the piece of furniture (100, 101,
102) and is arranged to receive energy from a
supply network and to deliver it wirelessly ;
- the system component (150, 180, 190) is con-
figured for a communication connection with an-
other system element of the furniture system
and/or with the controller (140) and has an elec-
trical energy store (151) for supplying a voltage
to the system component (150, 180, 190) and a
charging circuit (152) for charging the energy
store (151); and
- the charging circuit (152) is configured to at
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least partially receive the energy output from the
energy transmission device (200) without phys-
ical contact with the energy transmission device
(200) and to use it to charge the energy store
(151).

2. The furniture system according to claim 1, wherein
the energy transmission device (200) is configured
to deliver the energy based on a radio wave based
method, in particular a high frequency method.

3. The furniture system according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein the charging circuit (152) comprises an en-
ergy receiving device (132) and a charging controller
(131) which is configured to control the charging of
the energy store (151) with the energy received by
the energy receiving device (132) .

4. The furniture system according to claim 3, wherein
the energy transmission device (200) and the energy
receiving device (132) are designed to transmit suf-
ficient energy between the energy transmission de-
vice (200) and the energy receiving device (132) for
charging the energy store (151) up to a distance of
50 cm to 150 cm, in particular up to a distance of 60
cm to 90 cm.

5. The furniture system according to one of claims 1 to
4, wherein the energy transmission device (200) is
arranged in a housing of the controller (140) or a
furniture component attached to the piece of furni-
ture.

6. The furniture system according to one of claims 1 to
4, wherein the energy transmission device (200) is
arranged in a separate housing.

7. The furniture system according to one of claims 1 to
6, wherein the piece of furniture is implemented as
a height-adjustable table (100), in particular as an
office table, wherein the energy transmission device
(200) is arranged under a table top of the table (100).

8. The furniture system according to claim 7, wherein
the system component is formed by an office chair
(180), wherein the energy store (151) is arranged to
supply a sensor (182) and/or a chair actuator (183)
of the office chair (180).

9. The furniture system according to one of claims 1 to
6, wherein the piece of furniture is implemented as
a bed (101) with an adjustable head part and/or ad-
justable foot part, in particular for a bedroom, where-
in the energy transmission device (200) is arranged
in or on a longitudinal frame (161) of the bed (101).

10. The furniture system according to one of claims 1 to
6, wherein the piece of furniture is implemented as

an adjustable reclining chair (102), wherein the en-
ergy transmission device (200) is arranged in a frame
of the reclining chair (102), in particular under a cover
of the reclining chair (102).

11. The furniture system according to claim 9 or 10,
wherein the system component is formed by a side
table (190), wherein the energy store (151) is con-
figured to supply an electrically operated component
of the side table (190).

12. The furniture system according to one of the preced-
ing claims, wherein the system component or a fur-
ther system component is formed by a manual op-
erating device (150) adapted for wireless communi-
cation connection with the controller (140), wherein
the electrical energy store (151) is adapted for sup-
plying the manual operating device (150) during an
operating action.

13. The furniture system according to one of the preced-
ing claims wherein the system component or a fur-
ther system component of the furniture system is
formed by one of the following:

- a lighting component (191);
- an electrically height-adjustable armchair or
chair ;
- an electrically adjustable backrest ;
- an electrically adjustable monitor holder ;
- a sensor component which is in communication
with the controller (140) during an adjustment of
the piece of furniture (100, 101, 102).

14. The furniture system according to one of the preced-
ing claims that is configured to deactivate the energy
transmission device (200) independently of an op-
eration of the piece of furniture.

15. The furniture system according to claim 14, wherein
the deactivation of the energy transmission device
(200) is triggered by a user of the furniture system
and/or by a presence detection of the user at the
furniture system and/or as a function of a charging
state of the energy store and/or time-controlled.
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